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Boris Johnson's recent CPS speech [3], which among other things discussed intelligence and inequality,
has caused such a storm that David Cameron [4] and George Osborne [5] were forced to distance
themselves from his comments. There is an interesting point to be made about how distressingly and
obnoxiously ugly this "everything is offensive" aspect of modernity is, where people are punished for neoblasphemy either by the mob [6], or even by laws against heresy [7]. These heresies needn't be correct, and
indeed can often be repellent, but the manner of their repression is so depressing and generally grim. But I
don't want to make this point. I don't even want to talk much about how misguided the IQ ignorers are, as
Tom Chivers has already made this point [8], in his excellent Telegraph blog post.
Instead I want to just point out how different the "IQ test" (three trick questions) Boris was given live on
LBC radio [9] was to an actual intelligence measure.
"A man builds a house with four sides of rectangular construction each side with southern
exposure. A big bear comes along. What is the colour of the bear?"
Supposed answer: white, because you can only have four south-facing walls if you're in the Arctic.
"Take two apples from three apples and what do you have?"
Supposed answer: two, because you've taken two apples.
"I went to bed at eight in the evening last night and I wound up my clock and set my alarm to sound
for nine o'clock in the morning. How many hours sleep did I get?"
Supposed answer: one, since wind-up alarm clocks do not discriminate between am and pm.
These questions are ridiculous, meaningless ambiguities and the third one might even be incoherent (how
can you wind it until 9am if it doesn't recognise the distinction between am and pm?). I'd guess they are
more likely to test knowledge of the questioner's intention than anything like g (what scientists in the field

call general intelligence).
Have these people seen any actual IQ tests that are used in real research? For example Raven's
Progressive Matrices [10], where one must discern a pattern from matrices of simple diagrams, or any of the
many different tests used in Wechsler's Adult Intelligence Scale [11], or for developing minds, Wechsler's
Intelligence Scale for Children [12].

Funnily enough, I highly suspect that the correlation between answering those "lateral thinking" questions
and life outcomes is much weaker than that between IQ measured on the WISC or WAIS. And this linkage,
which articles in the Guardian and Observer have not so much disputed (though letters have [13]) as
attempted to associate with badness (see Andrew Rawnsley here [14]), is pretty important [15]. In fact, it
usually trumps upbringing [16] when it comes to children born out of wedlock [17], income [18], number of
weeks worked [19] and many other indicators of well-being. Noticing these, and not condemning greed as
Worse Than Hitler (TM) should not make Boris himself Worse Than Hitler (TM).
And I didn't even mention what brave and good policies London's mayor has on housebuilding [20], migration
[21], and London transport [22]!
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